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The Electricity Market Reform (EMR) is the UK Government’s ambitious programme to 

encourage the advancement of three key objectives through developing; 

“A clean, diverse and competitive mix of electricity generation that will ensure we meet our 

targets on renewable electricity and decarbonisation, and security of supply while keeping 

bills as low as possible for consumers now and in the future.” 

Edward Davey,  

Secretary of State for Energy and Climate Change 

 

The EMR will provide incentives to raise £110billion of capital investment by 2020 to replace portions of the UK’s electricity 

infrastructure that no longer meets new environmental standards, or is at the end of its working life, with a diverse mix of cleaner 

electricity generation. New fossil fuel powered stations are no longer a viable route for developing the energy market due to the 

Government’s commitment to reduce CO2 emissions by 50% by 2025 and a pledge for renewable energy generation to make up 

15% of our total energy mix.  

This policy investment therefore not only helps the UK meet our climate change commitments, but reduces our reliance on 

imported fossil fuels and places the UK market in a favourable position for clean energy investments.  The EMR aims to protect the 

electricity market against the volatility of rising international gas prices and the increased possibility of power shortages across the 

grid. 

The EMR will facilitate this investment through the development of two new market mechanisms; 

1) The Contract for Difference (CfD) – regulated by The Levy Control Framework (LCF) 

2) The Capacity Market.        

The Electricity Market Reform  

Following the Energy Bill receiving Royal Assent, and the release of the Final EMR Delivery Plan in December 2013, this briefing note 

from Apollo Energy will introduce you to the Electricity Market Reform and what the associated market mechanisms mean for your 

organisation.  
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The Contract for Difference (CfD)  

CfD Mechanism  

The Contract for Difference Mechanism, as explained in the 

adjacent table, is the EMR’s instrument for securing a revenue 

stream for renewable infrastructure in the UK, set to 

commence in April 2015.  

Payback if price is over the 

strike price; £105 here 

 ‘Top-up’ 

received 

when 

reference 

price is 

below strike 

price; £105 

here 

CfD Strike Price Mechanism Graphic  
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The Strike Prices will: 

1. Provide the impetus for 

renewable electricity generation 

to make up 30% of the UK energy 

mix by 2030. 

2. Facilitate the construction of 

approximately 11GW of wind 

(both off- and onshore) projects 

which have been granted 

planning consent, according to 

DECC.  

3. Ensure customers will receive 

good value for money – the level 

of support (CfD charges) will 

remain within the LCF boundary 

and where savings can be made, 

price strikes will be revised to 

reflect these savings. 

 

As a power consumer, CfD charges will be integrated (as part of the unit rate or as a pass through charge) into your electricity bills. 

These charges are expected to increase from £1/MWh in April 2015 up to £10/MWh in 2020.  

The introduction of the CfD mechanism means that the Renewable Obligation (RO) charge becomes less significant and can 

eventually be phased out in 2017. The CfD mechanism reduces the actual cost of financing renewable projects, therefore 

enabling the delivery of low-carbon electricity generation at a lower cost than could be achieved through existing policy 

instruments, such as carbon pricing or RO.  

 

  

CfD Strike Prices  

CfD Costs: 

£10/MWh 

by 2020 
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The Capacity Market, as described in the adjacent table, intends to 

protect the consumer against supply shortages. A long-term reliability 

standard will generate a demand curve prior to each capacity auction. 

This reliability standard will also set a level of resource adequacy that the 

Capacity Market needs to deliver to ensure demand can be met. The 

Standard is expressed as a Loss of Load Expectation (LOLE) and the UK 

Electricity Market LOLE is currently 3 hours/year – a system security level of 

99.97%.   

Whilst wholesale prices are expected to reduce by £5-£10/MWh under the 

Capacity Market Mechanism, the actual costs of buying the capacity at 

auction could surpass these reductions. It is thought therefore that these 

additional costs could translate to an extra charge of £7-£20/MWh for 

consumers from 2018.  

The Government will use the Capacity Market Mechanism as a route for 

financially incentivising permanent Electricity Demand Reduction (EDR). 

The Government intends to begin a £20 million, 2 year pilot scheme for 

understanding how EDR measures can be incorporated into the Capacity 

Market beginning in Summer 2014. Secondary legislation regarding EDR 

will discuss its inclusion in capacity auctions – EDR is not eligible for the 

2014 auction.  

  

Capacity Market   

 

Capacity Market Mechanism 

Participants of the Capacity Market are entitled to partake in other 

transitional arrangements, such as the National Grid’s current 

balancing services, or TRIAD Avoidance methods. The baseline below 

which demand needs be reduced under the Capacity Mechanism is 

adjusted to account for balancing services, however not for TRIAD 

Avoidance. As such, it will be the decision of the provider whether to 

participate in both the Capacity Market and TRIAD avoidance.  

 

Capacity 

Market Costs: 

£7-£20/MWh 

by 2018/19 
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The two mechanisms discussed, Contracts for Difference (CfD) and the Capacity Market, will be supported by the following; 

  

 

  

Supporting Mechanisms   

  

The Carbon Price Floor 

Introduced in April 2013, 

this is a tax which ensures 

generators pay for their 

carbon emissions within 

the UK. Prices follow those 

published for the EU 

Emission Trading Scheme 

(ETS) and look to provide 

an impetus for low-

carbon investment. 

Emissions Performance 

Standard (EPS) 

The EMR has confirmed 

an EPS will be served on 

new fossil fuel plants, with 

an electric capacity of 

50MW or higher, to limit 

their annual carbon 

emissions. This represents 

an annual CO2 baseload 

limit of 450g/kWh.  

Electricity Demand 

Reduction (EDR) 

The EMR details actions to 

promote and incentivise 

Electricity Demand 

Reduction. The pilot 

scheme discussed will 

provide a testing space 

for the development of 

more complex aspects of 

the EDR final scheme.  

Market Liquidity 

Ofgem are finalising actions to improve market liquidity, for 

example market liquidity is increased by generators being 

able to trade capacity in a secondary market. The 

Capacity Market is expected to run for 10 years from 

implementation, and it is hoped that during this period 

Ofgem’s market liquidity strategies, alongside an active 

demand side and increased interconnectivity, will 

develop the underlying electricity market.  

Transitional Arrangement Divisions 

These involve arrangements for the transition between 

Renewables Obligation (RO) and the CfD, and measures to 

improve the route to market for potentially smaller 

independent renewable generators. Alongside this, there 

are efforts to build up the Demand Side Balancing Reserve 

(DSBR) which would enable consumers to offer demand 

reduction services to the National Grid. Final Investment 

Decision Enabling for Renewables (FIDeR) are another 

arrangement, these seek to avoid an ‘investment hiatus’. 
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Capacity Market 

Costs: £7-

£20/MWh by 

2018/19 

CfD Costs: 

£10/MWh by 

2020 

Total EMR Cost: 

£13-£25/MWh by 

2020 

 

DECC have predicted that in comparison to the UK market following a trajectory of an existing policy instrument (‘the 

counterfactual’) the EMR performs favourably for UK consumers. Customers are expected to benefit from the EMR in 3 key ways;  

1) Dampen the influence of volatile fossil fuel prices on your electricity bills; 

2) Reduces the risk of expensive supply shortages; 

3) Low carbon generation should be supported more cost effectively.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are several ways you can reduce the impact of the EMR on your business and gain cost certainty for the future – the most 

obvious, and perhaps simplest of which is to use your electricity more efficiently and consume less. Energy use is one of your 

operating expenses that can be easily controlled through some simple measures that produce both financial and environmental 

rewards. There are low cost and in cases, no-cost, energy efficiency measures that can be implemented around the office.  

Alongside simpler reduction methods your business can mitigate EMR costs for example reducing grid consumption or through 

avoiding TRIAD periods. Alongside this, the efforts to build up DSBR would enable some consumers to offer demand reduction 

services to the National Grid.  

Real Impact for Your Organisation   

Mitigating the Costs of EMR on your business 

Despite DECC’s calculation that compared the ‘counterfactual’ situation, EMR will in fact save 

the average business 7-8% on their electricity during the period of 2014-2030 the EMR support 

costs (CfD and the Capacity Market) will present themselves as net increases on your bills. CfD 

charges are due to come into effect in April 2015, whilst the Capacity Market charges will not be 

seen until 2018. Suppliers will each handle the CfD charge differently which means that you may 

see the CfD charge as a separate line on your bill, or it will be incorporated straight into your unit 

rate. This means that all electricity contracts running past April 2015 will incur this new charge.  
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For more details or any 

queries on how the EMR will 

affect your organisation or 

how you can mitigate the 

impacts of rising electricity 

bills please get in touch with a 

member of our team on 01257 

239500 or email us at 

enquiries@apolloenergy.co.uk  
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